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THE RIGHT OF WORKERS TO ASSEMBLE AND TO BEAR ARMS:
PRESSER V. ILLINOIS, LAST HOLDOUT AGAINST

APPLICATION OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS TO THE STATES

by Stephen P. Halbrook1

I.  INTRODUCTION

Is the right of workers--like that of members of other classes--to assemble2 and to bear arms3

protected by the United States Constitution from violation by the States?4  If this question sounds as if
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posed during the "labor struggles" of the second half of the nineteenth century, it is because it did.  During

that epoch, the Supreme Court held that Bill of Rights guarantees did not limit State action and read the

Fourteenth Amendment in a narrow fashion.5  The era is epitomized by Presser v. Illinois (1886), which

held that the First and Second Amendments did not apply to the States, that an armed march in a city went

far beyond the rights to assemble and to keep and bear arms, and that the due process clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment was not relevant to such issues.6

From the Great Strike of 1873 to 1887, when the Supreme Court sealed the fate of the defendants

who were condemned to death for the Haymarket riot, conflict between the industrialists and their workers

in Chicago, Illinois, gave rise to divisive legal interpretations which continue to this day.  While the holding

in Presser that the right to assembly is not protected from State violation passed by the wayside over a half

century ago,7 its statement that the right to bear arms is not shielded from State infringement continues to

be cited currently to uphold prohibitions on firearms possession.  Indeed, the legacy of Presser is its citation

as the main precedent for the proposition that the Second Amendment does not apply to the States.

Thus, the Sixth Circuit in a 1998 decision invalidated a local "assault weapon" ban as

unconstitutionally vague and violative of equal protection.  It added, sua sponte and in dictum, that the law

was not invalid as an infringement of the right to keep and bear arms, in that Presser held that the Second
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Amendment did not apply to the states.8  In 1992, the Ninth Circuit upheld America's first state "assault

weapon" ban on that basis.9  Ironically, just as the Presser case itself arose out of Chicago, America's first

handgun ban was passed in the Chicago suburb of Morton Grove, and was upheld by the Seventh Circuit,

relying on Presser, in 1983.10

Yet did Presser actually consider whether the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause

protected the right to keep and bear arms from state infringement?  Is Presser a relic of a distant era of

labor conflict?  Does it withstand the Supreme Court's jurisprudence in the twentieth century incorporating

Bill of Rights guarantees into the Fourteenth Amendment?

A return to that lost milieu of labor conflict illustrates how both statutory and case law reflect power

structures in societies--such as how the Illinois legislature acted to weed workers out of the State militia

in order to use that force to break strikes, and how the supreme courts of Illinois and the United States

upheld such action.  A look into that milieu reveals that a Chicago judge authored what remains one of the

most remarkable decisions ever rendered on the right to bear arms, which he held invalidated the restrictive

militia law of the State.  That intrepid judge was labelled a tool of foreign "communists."  An analysis of the

Presser epoch offers a significant contribution to the history of labor conflict and its legal consequences,

and portrays how judicial decisions reflect the times in which they are rendered. 

The rights to assemble and to bear arms were never controversial until slavery was abolished in
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1865 and black people demanded all the rights of citizenship.  The Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution was ratified in 1868 to protect these and other freedoms under the Bill of Rights from violation

by the States, which in the South sought to reenact the slave codes.11  However, at the end of

Reconstruction in 1876, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the First and Second Amendments did not

protect the rights of freed slaves to assemble and bear arms from being violated by private violators, such

as members of the Ku Klux Klan.12

 By that time an aspiring labor movement, which included many recent immigrants, was beginning

to flourish, demanding better working conditions and frightening the members of the economic elite.

Working class meetings and demonstrations were increasingly subjected to violent dispersal by police

forces and troops.  The time had come, the forces of "order" believed, to curtail labor agitation and to

restrict public assemblies and the bearing of arms to loyal Americans of the middle and upper classes.

It was in this milieu that German-American workers in Chicago, Illinois, in the 1870-80s, brought

several test cases in the courts concerning the rights to assemble and to bear arms.  These cases arose in

the context of the perceived use of the police and the newly-created "National Guard" (actually a State

armed force) by those in power against industrial workers who were intent on bettering their conditions.

Those who initiated the litigation through protest acts behaved in a nonviolent manner to secure what they

perceived to be their constitutional rights.  Their goal was the official recognition of their rights by the courts
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of justice.

Relying on traditional American concepts of individual rights as well as similar liberal influences from

the Revolution of 1848 in Germany,13 they initially won a historic legal victory.  This victory would be rolled

back by the higher courts in other cases.  Defeat would turn to tragedy as a result of the Haymarket riot

of 1886, in which people died--both at the scene and later on the gallows--and, with them, a bit of the Bill

of Rights.  Responding to what many perceived as a threat to the social order, the members of the U.S.

Supreme Court approved of what has been characterized as the disarming of unions and the reduction of

jury autonomy.14

II.  THE NATIONAL GUARD AND THE LEHR UND WEHR VEREIN

The Great Strike of 1873 was followed by the creation of the First Regiment of the Illinois National

Guard in Chicago in 1874.  It was privately financed and its membership was restricted.15  Since there was

no law allowing funds for uniforms and equipment to be drawn from the State Treasury, it was initially
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supported by voluntary contributions from "the citizens of Chicago,"16 a euphemism for big business.

Similar independent militia companies sprang up in other populous areas of the State.17

Traditionally, the militia meant all able-bodied citizens.18  This newly-created "National Guard"

consisted of a select body only. It would participate with the police in the suppression of labor activities

and demonstrations.  

 The First Regiment carried arms for the first time in March 1875, to prevent an anticipated socialist

attack on the Relief and Aid Society, an agency which allegedly failed dismally in assisting those in need.19

Several members of the crowd which assembled at the city hall were clubbed by police.20

The Vorbote, the weekly edition of the Chicago Arbeiter-Zeitung (labor newspaper), reported

that the workers were legally expressing their demands and were unlawfully suppressed by the police and

militia.  The paper compared the official attacks to the repression by the German authorities in the

Revolution of 1848.21

The Lehr und Wehr Verein (Education and Defense Association) was incorporated under Illinois

law on April 16, 1875, as a lawful association "for the purpose of improving the mental and bodily condition
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of its members so as to qualify them for the duties of citizens of a Republic.  Its members shall therefore

obtain, in the meetings of the Association, a knowledge of our laws and political economy, and shall also

be instructed in military and gymnastic exercises."  Any able-bodied man at least eighteen years old, of

good repute, and intending to become a citizen could join.22

Founded in reaction to election fraud and police violence, the Lehr und Wehr Verein modelled

itself on the republican tradition of the armed citizen militia as symbolized by the German Turner societies

and according to the traditions of Switzerland.23  Many adherents of the Turnverein (gymnastic societies),

which were active in both physical and political culture, fled Germany when the 1848 Revolution was

crushed and then founded the societies in the United States.  Typical activities including the Schuetzenfest

(shooting festivals), fencing, athletic competition, and marching.24  The Lehr und Wehr Verein met at the

Aurora Turnverein, located on Milwaukee Avenue in Chicago's Northwest Side, which taught physical

training and republicanism.25  

The Chicago Vorbote explained the formation of the Lehr und Wehr Verein in a manner which

was more political and specific than the formal charter filed with the State of Illinois: "the worker's reaction
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against the formation of additional militia units designed to be used against them.  The drills of the militia

units . . . were openly directed against the Illinois Workingmen's party."26

The Vorbote claimed that the Lehr und Wehr Verein existed for self defense against violence by

the select militia:

Inasmuch as the bourgeoisie of this place are building up a servile militia with its powers directed
against the working man, the workingmen, man for man, should join the . . . organization and
willingly give the few dollars necessary to arm and uniform themselves.  When the workingmen are
on their guard, their just demands will not be answered with bullets.27

Because of the advocacy of socialism by some members, the Verein meetings were placed under

police surveillance.28  In the summer and fall of 1875, the Lehr and Wehr Verein raised funds for purchase

of arms, which could be bought on an installment plan, and advertised itself among the workers.29

The Verein held its first mass rally on November 4, 1876.  That meeting and many others, despite

the serious rhetoric about the organization's goals, reminds one of the typical German Schutzenfest--music,

dancing, drinking, drill parades, speeches, and in general Gemütlichkeit.30  One purpose of the Verein

was to demonstrate that workers, like other classes, were lawfully armed and wished to protect themselves

from lawlessness and to preserve constitutional rights.  Despite the "Red scare" campaign waged by some
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newspapers and politicians, the Lehr und Wehr Verein, during its entire existence, never once had an

armed conflict with authorities.31

In an 1876 strike by Bohemian lumber shovers, a lumberyard owner shot and killed a striker and

wounded several others.  Police then arrested seven of the strike leaders, prompting 400 workers to

demand their release at the police station.  When a committee of workers attempted to purchase arms, the

mayor closed all gun shops.32

The forces of "order" proposed legislation that would have prohibited persons who were not a part

of the official State militia from associating as a military company or parading with arms in any city without

the license of the Governor.  The bill had its first reading in the lower house of the Illinois legislature in

January 1877.  Verbote reported that socialist representatives described the bill as "a dangerous step in

the direction of a costly military supremacy in the place of the voluntary organization of militia companies

paid for by their own members" and objected to creating "a militia which would aid the people's exploiters

in repressing and holding down the wage slaves."  Charles Erhard, a socialist representative, stressed that

the Lehr und Wehr Verein was ready to join the State militia.33  The bill would not pass for two years.

On July 16, 1877, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad announced a wage cut, sparking strikes along

the line.  Local militiamen ordered to suppress the strikes often threw down their arms.34  This suggests that
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the traditional militia, composed of the entire adult male population, was unwilling to attack the strikers.

A select militia with limited membership approved by the ruling authorities would have been a more reliable

repressive force.

In the Great Strike of 1877, mass meetings of workers in Chicago were attacked by police, who

killed some of the strikers.  In a telling incident on July 26, the Furniture Workers Union was meeting at

the Vorwärts Turner Hall when suddenly police stormed in, shooting and clubbing the members of the union

and killing one.  The National Guard then appeared, forcing everyone home with their bayonets.35

By that date, thousands of federal troops, special deputies,  and armed groups hired by the

industrialists had been called out to maintain "order."  The Chicago Times advocated the use of hand

grenades against the strikers, "an uncombed, unwashed mob of gutter-snipes and loafers."36

The police who attacked the furniture union members were later tried and convicted of inciting a

criminal riot, but were fined the nominal sum of only six cents each.  Such attacks encouraged workers to

join the Lehr und Wehr Verein and similar groups.37

The Furniture Workers Union apparently brought a lawsuit against the police and received financial

support from the Lehr und Wehr Verein.  "As is known, Judge [William K.] McAllister stated in his

decision that the men would have had the right to kill the police."38  This decision reflected the common-law
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rule that excessive, deadly force, even if committed by law enforcement, could be resisted by an innocent

party with deadly force for purposes of self defense.39  The decision also confirmed the right of public

assembly.40

Such police attacks prompted the perceived need for a workers' self-defense society to defend

freedom of assembly and other constitutional rights.41  According to the Vorbote, "police clubs and militia

rifles outweighed the Constitution; and freedom of assembly and speech in reality existed, as in Europe, only

for the ruling class."42  Membership dramatically increased in groups such as the Lehr und Wehr Verein.

The only answer to the labor question was to bear arms.43

The Verein was divided into four companies from different parts of the city.  The members were

armed with Springfield rifles and with Remington revolvers and ammunition, which was purchased by the

quartermaster of the company.44  This would have been the .45/70 caliber "Trapdoor" (breechloading),

single shot Springfield rifle and the .44 caliber Remington Model 1875 Single Action Army revolver, both

of which were in use by the army and the militia.45  The whole battalion met each month on nice days on
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the prairie to practice skirmish drills.46  The second company of the Lehr und Wehr Verein practiced twice

a week in the North Chicago Schuetzen Park (Sharpshooters' Park).47

The rhetoric of the Chicago Tribune knew few bounds as it attacked the socialist party as

represented by Alfred R. Parsons, who "says that it plants itself firmly on the two great principles of Co-

operation and Trades-Unions, and that it does not desire a forcible redistribution of property."  The

Tribune responded:

Socialism means in France and Germany, and every other country where it has taken root, the
overthrow of Government, the seizure of property by force, the abolition of religion, and the murder
or expulsion of all non-Socialists. . . . "Co-operation and Trades-Unions" is a cheap party motto
that will not deceive anybody.48

By implication, all unionism is violent and must be eradicated by official violence--by police, the National

Guard, or federal troops.

Gustav Lyser appealed to traditional European and American libertarianism and constitutionalism

in support of civil rights and the right to self defense for labor.49  Lyser's poem "Our Dear Police," published

in the Vorbote in 1878, reflected such premises:

They say our dear Chicago police
Are pretty sore these days,
It seems the Lehr- und Wehr- Verein
Has led their minds astray.

It teaches constitutional truths
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For all - not just th' elite,
And that no one the right to assemble
May trample under his feet!

It teaches what is guaranteed,
- And read it each man might -
To liberty, life, pursuit of happiness
We have a common right!

It teaches, how we must defend
'Gainst tyranny's reckless flood;
That freedom much from us demands -
May e'en demand our blood!

That's why our dear Chicago police
Are pretty sore these days;
For such a Lehr- und Wehr- Verein
Has set their fears ablaze.50

Workers' self-defense groups like the Lehr und Wehr Verein reflected an affirmative response to

the "Bewaffnungsfrage"--the "question of arming."51  Similar organizations sprang up in mid-1878 in

Cincinnati and San Francisco, where workers had been attacked by special deputies.52  Gustav Lyser

explained the sentiments behind such groups in an 1879 speech:  "The Lehr und Wehr Verein was not

founded to support putsches from time to time, but to maintain law and order when exploiters and swindlers

of the people threaten to stage such putsches so as to install reactionary tendencies."53
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III.  THE "MILITIA LAW" ENACTED AND CHALLENGED IN A TEST CASE

Illinois Governor Cullom raised the subject of the "national guard" in his biennial message in early

1879, praising "the service of the rank and file of the militia during the labor troubles of 1877," and

asserting: "It is well for the commonwealth to have in its militia not only the force of a small but the nucleus

of a large army."54  He affirmed that this would not be a "standing army,"55 but the distinctions would

become increasingly blurred.

The Chicago Daily Times Herald was aghast that the West-side police had found that the

"communists were rather slyly carting arms away from their former headquarters."56  The Assistant

Superintendent ordered:  "Use all possible means in finding out where the arms have gone, and watch for

additional movements."57  The police discovered that "the weapons had been carted away for distribution

among the various branches of the red flag fraternity, to be used in the parade and demonstration at the

Exposition building" that night.58  Yet the police themselves felt there was no cause for alarm.59

Incensed by the workers' parade, the Chicago Tribune managed to combine urban chauvinism

against rural areas, prejudice against foreigners, and paranoia against "communism" in its advocacy of the

"militia" law which would soon be passed by the state legislature:
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It is time that the people of Chicago awake to the real condition and purposes of Socialism
in our midst, and that the rural-district members of the State Legislature should drop their blind and
narrow prejudices against this city sufficiently to allow them to consider a question which may
before long affect the whole State.  Communism has selected Chicago as to its base of operations
in the West.  The large element of Poles, and Bohemians, and Germans in the city, reinforced by
a very considerable sprinkling of Scandinavians, French, and Italians, and not a few of that class
of Irishmen who care nothing for the teachings of their Church but hate the restraint of the laws,
have given it a strong foundation upon which to build . . . . Its [Communists] military sections, which
have been organized outside of the State statutes and in defiance of law, have been pretty
thoroughly organized and armed, and they have publicly paraded and drilled.60

In a more moderate vein, Chicago Mayor Carter Harrison stated in his inauguration address in

April 1879 that the people are protected by the First and Second Amendments, but may not violate the

rights of others:

The constitution of the land guarantees to all citizens the right to peaceably assemble, to
petition for redress of grievances.  This carries the right to free discussion.  It also guarantees the
people the right to keep and bear arms.  But it does not give to anyone the right to threaten or to
resist lawful authority.61

In response to the labor troubles, two bills were introduced into the state legislature.  One was

described as a bill "licensing the carrying of concealed weapons at $1 a 'pop.'  County clerks are to issue

the licenses."62  The other, the militia bill which had been defeated in 1877, would create a select militia and

ban armed parades unlicensed by the governor.63

Perhaps these bills were more the product of a media frenzy than any social need, in that the Lehr

und Wehr Verein had never (and would never) be involved in any armed or violent conflict with any person
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or group.    The Vorbote reported in April 1879 that the arms of the Lehr und Wehr Verein, Springfield

rifles and Remington revolvers, were the merely the same as that of the militia.64  A month later, Frank

Bielefeld gave a speech reaffirming the loyalty of the Verein to the Constitution.65  Moreover, armed

parades were hardly radical in that epoch, which was only a decade after Civil War militia units, some of

them ethnic or labor based, proudly volunteered and marched through Chicago.66  The Lehr und Wehr

Verein uniforms resembled Civil War era type uniforms:  "a blue linen blouse, black Sheridan-hat, in

summer white linen pants, or dark ones in the colder season.  The further equipment consists of a strong

white linen haversack (sailcloth), and a cloth covered tin canteen."67

The Chicago Times stirred the pot for the pending militia bill with its ravings about socialists,

workers, and foreigners stemming from the April 20, 1879 demonstration:

The unchallenged demonstration yesterday in the streets of Chicago of the military strength
of the Socialists in this city suggests forcibly the idea that this is a very free country, and that a little
less freedom in some directions would be beneficial to the remaining stock of liberty.  This flourish
of armed force was intended as a threat, a notification that trouble may be expected if the
Legislature passes the pending Militia bill, one clause of which expressly prohibits the organization,
drill, or parade of armed bodies not enrolled in accordance either with State or Federal laws. . .
. If the Lehr und Wehr Verein, the Jaeger Verein, Bohemian Sharpshooters, and the Labor
Guards are peaceful, well-meaning citizens, they will cheerfully and promptly comply with the law
and become a part of the regular State militia; but if, on the contrary, they are enemies to the peace
and good order of society, it is of the utmost importance that a law be passed which shall prohibit
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demonstrations like that of yesterday.68

Yet the Lehr und Wehr Verein had not then, nor would it ever, commit any act of violence.  This

rhetoric appears to have been calculated to win passage of a bill to cleanse the militia of working class

members in order that the new select militia would repress labor with no questions asked.

A founder of the Illinois National Guard described the "Communistic parade" of April 20 as

including several thousands, twelve hundred of them in uniform, and "of these, four hundred were armed

with the latest and most improved model of breech-loading rifles . . . . They were composed principally of

Bohemians, Poles and Scandinavians of Socialist taint."69  He continued:

Never before, in the history of civilized communities, did 400 men, armed with breech-
loading rifles and fixed bayonets, parade the peaceful streets of a great city, in order, as they
express it, "to show the Legislature and people of Chicago what they can do."  The parade was
a threat.  It was a threat against law, order, decency, life and property.70

Even though Verein parades never led to violence, those who held economic and political power

were determined to stamp them out with the militia bill.  Their press characterized Illinois legislator Artley,

who argued against the bill, as "the communist senator."  His arguments must have had perceived merit,

because "the senate refused to pass the bill; and, after wasting the day in bootless debate, added an

amendment which will send the bill back to the house."71  This infuriated those who insisted that there "is

no legitimate purpose for which the communists or any other body of men with a grievance can find a
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shadow of justification for arming."72  Such critics did not apply the same reasoning to their favored armed

groups, such as the select militia the bill would create or the Pinkerton detective agency.

Nonetheless, both houses passed the militia bill.73  Commented the Chicago Daily Times Herald:

The effect of this enactment, aside from the protection it is intended to afford to life and property
and the public peace by denying to bands of Socialists and Communists the privilege of appearing
with arms at drill or parade, will doubtless be to strengthen and improve the militia organizations,
whose members have hitherto borne the entire burden of expense, but who will not feel that the
State is doing its part.74

Signed by the governor, the militia bill became law on May 28, 1879 as "An act to provide for the

organization of the State militia."75   Article I, § 3 of the act provided:

The active militia shall be designated as the "Illinois National Guard," which shall consist
of not more then 8,000 men and officers, to be divided into not more than three brigades, each to
be commanded by a Brigadier-General, and shall be recruited by volunteer enlistments.

Almost all of the law concerned the enlisting, organizing, arming, drilling, paying, maintaining and

regulating this 8,000 force called the "Illinois National Guard."  The remainder of the population was subject

to the following criminal provisions in Article XI:

Sec. 5.  It shall not be lawful for any body of men whatever other than the regular
organized volunteer militia of this State and the troops of the United States to associate themselves
together as a military company or organization, or to drill or parade with arms in any city or town
of this State, without the license of the Governor thereof, which license may at any time be
revoked.

Sec. 6.  Whoever offends against the provisions of the preceding section or belongs to or
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parades with any such unauthorized body of men with arms shall be punished by a fine not
exceeding the sum of $10 or by imprisonment in the common jail for a term not exceeding six
months, or both.

The new law confirmed the worst fears of those members of the labor movement who advocated

the traditional view that the militia must include all adult males, including members of the working class,

which had held peaceable parades where some marchers carried rifles.  The governor was entrusted to

form a Praetorian guard of 8,000 armed men only loyal to him and the economic class he represented, and

to allow or deny, without any standards, any body other than this Guard or federal troops the privilege of

associating or marching in a city as a military company.

As the fourth of July approached, parade sponsors who wished to include armed marchers had to

apply to the governor for a license.  The Chicago Daily Times Herald assumed that the "governor will

probably avoid the pressure for special licenses for irregular militia companies by licensing most of the

applicants to celebrate the Fourth, and postponing action upon requests for permanent licenses."76  While

this was a concession that such groups did not pose any immediate danger, the Herald appealed to the

governor to deny all applications for a license.77

 Meanwhile, a gentleman's agreement was reached to resolve the constitutionality of the militia law

by bringing a test case in the courts:

There is apparently a prospect that the question of the enforcement of the new Militia law
will be settled in a quiet and perfectly peaceful and good-natured way. . . . The plan is to make up
an agreed case and test in the Supreme Court the constitutionality of the law, and to conduct the
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proceeding so quietly that no alarm will be created.78

Mayor Harrison and Harry Rubens,79 the attorney representing the Lehr und Wehr Verein, agreed

that Captain Frank Bielefeld80 would march a Verein company along a certain route.  Two police officials

and eight detectives would be waiting to get the marchers' names and addresses, after which arrest

warrants would be issued.  Those arrested would refuse bail, a petition for a writ of habeas corpus would

be filed, and the Circuit Court would hear the case.  The result was something of a "fiasco," in that only

Bielefeld was arrested, "and he wasn't carrying a gun."81  Bielefeld was taken before Justice Walsh at the

West-Side Police Court.82  An application was filed for release upon a writ of habeas corpus.83

The actions of the Lehr und Wehr Verein sparked discussion in the press of the meaning of the

right to keep and bear arms.  The Chicago Daily Times Herald granted the individual character of the right

but denied that it was collective:

The right of the citizen to bear arms is clear enough and unmistakable. . . . It has long been
recognized as a necessary part of, and indispensable to, the full right of self-defense.  At the time
of the adoption of the constitution, it was a well-defined right . . . .
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The new law does not affect their right to bear arms as individuals.  It is directed only
against the maintenance of their military organization. . . . The question involved in the suppression
of the communist armed organization is that of the preservation of municipal government.84

On July 4, a picnic was held at Ogden's Grove by "the friends of the Eight-Hour law."  The Tribune

reported: "The dreaded guns of the Lehr und Wehr Verein, the sanguinary banner of the Commune, and

the expected army of the Socialists, were all conspicuous by their absence.  It was simply a quiet, humdrum

affair, noticeable chiefly for the respectable appearance of the participants . . . ."85  The Verein had

entrusted the rights it asserted to the courts.

The Herald reported that "the armed outbreak threatened for to-day has resolved itself into a

peaceful demonstration in favor of eight hours for a day's work. . . . [T]he socialists have kindly resolved

not to inaugurate any war at the present time."86  A Verein spokesman had promised that the group would

not march with arms, but would appear "in citizens dress, without any distinctive marks; and we will serve

as a general committee at the picnic to preserve order.  There will be regular policemen present to make

arrests if necessary."87

At the first hearing in Captain Beilefeldt's test case, the prosecutor, a Mr. Cameron, was not

acquainted with the new militia law.  Justice Morrison released Bielefeld on bond and continued the case

for a few days so that prosecutor Cameron could study the law and the case.88
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Proceedings were held in the Criminal Court of Cook County on July 28, 1879.  It is apparent that

the defense filed an extensive written brief, for the court decision by Judge William H. Barnum, issued just

over a month later, refers to the extensive arguments and authorities cited by the defendant.89  Indeed, the

brief may have been shared beforehand with the labor press, because the day before the hearing Der

Fackel published an article "Die Milizbill" (The Militia Bill) which made many of the same arguments the

court decision would attribute to the defendant: that the militia act violated the Second Amendment (quoting

Justice Story's statement that the right to bear arms was necessary to prevent governmental usurpations)

and was inconsistent with federal law defining the militia as including all males.90

IV.  THE MILITIA LAW RULED VIOLATIVE OF THE SECOND AMENDMENT

On the afternoon of September 1, 1879, lawyers and interested observers assembled in the Cook

County Circuit Court to hear the long-expected opinion of Judge Barnum in the Bielefeld case.  The judge

took his seat and announced that he would file, but would not read, his written opinion.  He announced that

Bielefeld "should be discharged, as the new Militia law, in his opinion, was unconstitutional, being at

variance with the Federal Constitution regarding the right to carry arms."  The Tribune reported Judge

Barnum's following remarks from the bench:

He intimidated that the other Judges did not in all respects agree with him, though a majority were
with him.  It seems that all the Judges consulted together (except Judge Moran, who did not join
in the hearing), but since the opinion has been written but little conference has been had.  Judges
Barnum and McAllister are in accord, Judge Tuley has not been talked with since soon after the
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argument, while Judge Rogers entertains radically different views on some points.91

After the opinion was filed, defense attorneys Rubens and Story read it aloud to reporters, excitedly

offering commentary.  The Tribune published the full text of the opinion the next day.92

Judge Barnum's opinion was the most thorough ever written up to that time in history by any

American court on the nature of the right to bear arms.  Because it was not rendered by an appellate court,

the opinion was not published in the reported judicial decisions.  As it has been unknown to modern legal

scholars until now, the opinion deserves a detailed analysis.

Judge Barnum declared the Illinois militia law squarely unconstitutional.  He found that on July 1,

1879, Frank Bielefeld and a dozen other Verein members conducted a military parade near their meeting

place, Turner Hall, "their accustomed rendezvous, for military and gymnastic exercises," on West Twelfth

Street, in Chicago.  They were not members of the National Guard or federal troops of the United States,

nor did they have a license from the Governor.

Judge Barnum noted that, while the Second Amendment restrained the federal government and not

the States, it was "claimed to be an explicit recognition of the right as one of the chief attributes and

muniments of citizenship of a free Republic."  Rejecting Alexander Hamilton's assurances that rights would

be recognized by implication, the Framers concurred with Thomas Jefferson's insistence on explicit

guarantees in a bill of rights.  But the right to have arms did not originate there:

Not that the right to keep and bear arms owed its origins to the Constitution, for none
knew better than the framers of that instrument that the right was pre-existent and older than any
and all constitutions.  Therefore was it, as maintained in the argument those profound and erudite
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statesmen chose for their purpose, not the language in which some new boon was to be errated or
bestowed, but that by which an old and immemorial right was to be recognized and fortified, "The
right of the people . . . shall not be infringed."

Sir William Blackstone noted that the "absolute rights" of personal security, personal liberty, and

private property are, in turn protected by auxiliary rights.93  Judge Barnum continued:

Among these auxiliary rights and outworks of natural liberty, the distinguished commentator
[Blackstone] ranks along with the regular administration of justice and the right of petition the
coequal "right of having and using arms for self-preservation and defense."  The context leaves no
doubt of the author's meaning that the people's right to keep and use arms was a barrier against the
encroachments of rulers as well as others.94

Judge Barnum then quoted U.S. Supreme Court Justice Story's classic statement as follows:  "The

right of the citizen to keep and bear arms had justly been considered as the palladium of the liberties of a

republic, since it offers a strong moral check against the usurpation and arbitrary power of others, and will,

generally, even if these are successful in the first instance enable the people to resist and triumph over

them."95
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The English Bill of Rights of 1689 recognized the right to have arms as among "the true, ancient,

and indubitable rights of the people of this Kingdom."96  Judge Barnum continued:

Let it be here observed, too, that the great auxiliary right to bear arms so eulogized by
Blackstone and Story was not referable or secondary to any measure of State policy, such as the
creation of a well-regulated militia, but existed for the individual subjects' own and only sake.
There is not a word in the English Bill of Rights concerning the militia.  It was "An act for declaring
the rights and liberties of the subject," and one of the insidious methods by which, as it alleged,
King James II and his evil counselors were endeavoring to subvert and extirpate the laws and
liberties of the Kingdom was, "By causing several good subjects being Protestant to be disarmed
at the same time when Papists were both armed and employed, contrary to law."97

Since the right of the people to bear arms is "an integral and inseparable part of their absolute rights

as individuals," it follows that "every constitution which assumes to protect life, liberty, and property

necessarily INSURES THE RIGHT OF ALL THE PEOPLE to keep and bear arms . . . ."  The right is

not dependent on the militia clause of the Second Amendment:  "The right exists whether the Constitution

contains that clause or not."  While the Illinois Bill of Rights did not mention the right explicitly, it "includes

the right as part of the personal outfit of every freeman, when it says almost in the very language of the

Declaration of Independence: 'All men are by nature free and independent, and have certain inherent and

inalienable rights.  Among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.'"

The two previous Illinois Constitutions of 1818 and 1842 had also asserted "the right of defending

as well as enjoying life and liberty," but the deletion of this language did not imply that right or the right to

bear arms not to be protected.  As Judge Cooley observed, state constitutions "measure the power of the
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rulers; they do not measure the rights of the governed."98

As Cooley further explained, the arms protected were "those arms which are suited and proper

for the general defense of the community against invasion and oppression."  The State may still regulate the

carrying of concealed weapons.99  This means, noted Judge Barnum, that the right of the people to bear

arms may be "exercised in their collective no less than in their individual capacity."  To bear arms "means

to bear the weapons of civilized warfare and to become instructed in their use."  This is "an unconditioned

and undeniable right," said Judge Barnum, "militia or no militia."

Further, in conformity with federal law, the Illinois Constitution provided that "the militia of the State

of Illinois shall consist of all able-bodied male persons resident in the State between the ages of 18 and 45."

This popular militia had been expressed in the Virginia Bill of Rights of 1776, which was framed by some

of the authors of the Constitution:  "A well-regulated militia, composed of the body of the people trained

to arms, is the proper, natural, and safe defense of a free State."100

Judge Barnum noted the arguments that the law in question violated two provisions of the Illinois

Constitution of 1870: its due process clause and its prohibition on special laws where a general law can be

made applicable.101  It also violated the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.  The law was

"special, unequal, and partial legislation" in that "instead of organizing, it disorganizes the militia by excluding

from it all but 8,000 enlisted volunteers,--that is to say, the bulk of the able-bodied men of the State of
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whom the Constitution says the militia shall consist."  No license is required for those 8,000, "but all other

voluntary associations are forbidden under penalty of fine and imprisonment to organize without license,

which the Governor may grant or refuse at his arbitrary will and pleasure."

The militia law "empowers the Governor in the granting or withholding of licenses to make odious

discriminations based on politics, religion, class interests, nationality, place, or similar considerations

repugnant to the genius of our institutions and subversive of constitutional equality."

As Bielefeld argued, if the law was valid, "then the will of the Governor is law, the people are

disarmed, and, in defiance of both the State and National Constitutions, are kept out of the militia of their

country as long as it shall suit the interest or pleasure of one man."  Judge Barnum agreed that the police

power would not justify treating the citizens unequally.

Under Illinois case law, the police power is not "an indefinable power superior to the Constitution,"

even as applied to corporations.102  If corporations are so protected, the question arises:

Are, then, the rights of the people less sacred, and their charters of rights less solemn and effectual,
than those of corporations; it is asked. . . . Hence it is denied that the great bulk of the people can
be fenced off as fit subjects for police regulations, and the commonest rights limited to a favored
few, as if police power was itself an end instead of a means, and the majority of the people only
obstacles to be moved out of its way.

Moreover, the State had no authority to override the power of Congress over the militia under

Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution.  It provides:

The Congress shall have power to provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws
of the Union, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions; to provide for organizing, arming, and
disciplining the militia, and for governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of
the United States, reserving to the States respectively the appointment of the officers and the
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authority of training the militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress.103

Federal statutes on the militia, noted Judge Barnum, had been enacted "covering this entire field

of legislation, and has thereby excluded all conflicting State legislation upon the same subject matter."  In

other words, federal law preempted the Illinois statute.

Judge Barnum then analyzed Houston v. Moore (1820),104 in which Justice Washington

analyzed the Militia Clauses of the Constitution and federal legislation on the militia.105  The Act of May 8,

1792, for establishing a uniform militia in the United States "declares who shall be subject to be enrolled

in the militia, and who shall be exempt:  what arms and accoutrements the officers and privates shall provide

themselves with."106  Justice Story, agreeing with Justice Washington that federal legislation was supreme,

stated in a separate opinion in which Justice Marshall concurred: "When once Congress has carried this

power into effect, its laws for the organization, arming, and disciplining of the militia are the supreme law

of the land, and all interfering State regulations must necessarily be suspended in their operations."107

Judge Barnum recalled the disputes over calling out of the militia in the War of 1812108 and in the
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Civil War.109  The Illinois militia law, which was copied from that of the Massachusetts of the previous

year,110 contradicted federal law with its "limitation of arms-bearing militiamen to 8,000 volunteer guards,

and the penal section applied to all the rest of the unlicensed population."  The Massachusetts Supreme

Court, in an 1859 opinion, had held:

The establishment of a militia was manifestly intended to be effected by arranging the able-
bodied men in each and all the States in military array, arming and placing them under suitable
officers, but without forming them into a regular standing army, to be ready as the exigency should
require, to defend and protect the rights of all whether placed under the administration of the Local
or General Government, to be called out by either in the manner and for the purpose determined
by the Constitution and laws of either.111

Judge Barnum compared the Illinois law inconsistent with and preempted by the federal militia law.

While federal law and the Illinois Constitution defined the militia as all able-bodied males between 18 and

45, the provision at issue established a National Guard consisting of only 8,000 volunteers.  In the Illinois

law, "We hear no more of the people until some forty-four sections further on, when they are brought up

long enough to pay the taxes, all the intervening sections being devoted to 'The Illinois National Guard.'"

The only exception was a provision that postponed the enrollment of the militia until the governor

proclaimed "it is necessary to execute the laws, suppress insurrections, or repel invasion, or to quell riots."
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Judge Barnum insisted: "I cannot bring myself to think that it was the intention of Congress to defer the

enrollment, the very first act toward the organization of the militia, until actual invasion or insurrection."

Yet the 8,000 volunteers called the "Illinois National Guard" were not required to be enrolled or

even required to be able-bodied men between the ages of 18 and 45.  But "we still have the National

Guard with us, together with all the 'pomp, pride, and circumstance of glorious war.'"  Judge Barnum found:

"I find it clear beyond controversy that they could not be compelled to come out, because THEY ARE

NOT MILITIAMEN AND NOT ENROLLED."

Illinois militia law as of 1877 was consistent with federal law, but the 1879 law simply was not.

Instead of being a militia, the National Guard was "patterned after the regular army."

Judge Barnum concluded: "For all these repugancies of our statute to the acts of Congress I must

pronounce the former unauthorized legislation in all the parts."  He then ordered the release of Bielefeld

from incarceration.

As noted above, Judge William K. McAllister agreed with Judge Barnum.112  Judge McAllister,

it will be recalled, had in an earlier decision ruled that the police attack on the Furniture Workers Union had

been illegal.113  Judge Barnum also implied that Judge Murray F. Tuley agreed.114  Interestingly, Judges

McAllister and Turley were known as liberal judges who were elected in 1878 by large majorities and who
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had been endorsed by the Labor Party.115  Judge John C. Rogers, who "entertains radically different views

on some points,"116 would preside over the grand jury which rendered the indictments following the 1886

Haymarket tragedy.117

NULLIFICATION OF JUDGE BARNUM'S RULING

The Chicago Daily Times Herald reacted to the decision by smugly comparing Chicago's workers

to the Ku Klux Klan (rather than to the freedmen, the poorest of the Southern working class) as follows:

The purpose of this statute was to compel the disbandment and prevent any organization
hereafter of the extra-legal, and now illegal, military associations of the communist enemies of
society, which, in many northern cities are the counterpart of the lawless "Ku-Klux Klans," "Night
Riders," "Red Shirts," "White Leagues" and other shot-gun associations in the country of the
Yazoos. . . . They had a right to keep and bear arms which meant, they fancied, that they had a
right to organize in military companies to learn the art and practice of war.118

Southern history just a decade before belied this comparison.  The closer parallel would have been

the Southern black codes enforced by select white militias to disarm freedmen in order to maintain the

servile status of blacks.  When these black codes were nullified by the federal Constitution, the Klan took

over the function of disarming blacks.119  Just as the Southern select militia of 1866 disarmed black laborers

on behalf of the wealthier interests, the Illinois select militia of 1879 functioned to disarm immigrant laborers

on behalf of the wealthier interests.
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In further commentary, the Herald denounced the Verein but gleefully reported that the governor

would nullify Judge Barnum's decision--another parallel with Klan practices, which sought to nullify the civil

rights of blacks, including the right to have arms:

The Lehr und Wehr Verein announce a picnic for next Sunday at a local resort, to which
they propose marching, arms in hand, fortified by the decision of the circuit court.  It is understood
that, in the exuberance of their glee over the ruling of Judge Barnum, they have asked the 1st and
2d regiments [of the National Guard] to be present in force and witness the edifying spectacle.
Inasmuch as the governor has intimated that he will enforce the militia law regardless of the Cook
county decision, it is barely possible that the invitation of the socialists will be accepted, with all that
the term implies.120

Characterizing Judge Barnum's opinion as "vicious and deplorably mischievous," the Herald

depicted the purpose of the law as protection of the State "against the organization of an armed rebellion

by lawless inhabitants, communists and 'Ku-Klux.'"121

The Chicago Tribune threw in the ad hominem argument that Judge Barnum, when he was in

private practice as an attorney, represented "communists" who sued the police for breaking up a labor

meeting.  "The opinion in the militia case impresses the impartial reader as a labored plea to sustain the

Socialist view of the Militia law."122

The Tribune gleefully "reported from Springfield that Gov. CULLOM does not intend to treat the

Military Code of this State as null and void simply because Judge BARNUM holds the entire law

unconstitutional in order to enable armed bands of Communists to violate it."123  By contrast, the Mayor's
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position was consistent both with the rule of law and conflict avoidance:

Mayor Harrison is willing to take Judge Barnum's decision . . . and abide by it.  If the
Communists turn out and carry arms, he will not interfere with them, he says, but will leave Gov.
Cullom to do that if he wants to.  The Circuit Court of Cook County and the decisions which it
makes are, he says, authority enough for him, and he doesn't propose to do anything that would
run counter to it or them.124

Meanwhile, various "communistic military organizations" along with musical bands drilled for the

coming parade and picnic, and about 500 participants were expected.  "It will include the Lehr und Wehr

Verein, the Jaeger Verein, the Bohemian Sharpshooters, members of the various Communistic sections,

the Workingmen's Association, and some other scattered societies."125

The event dreaded by the establishment press took place on September 22, but it seemed pretty

harmless:

the Lehr und Wehr Verein and a number of other persons, male and female, held a picnic at
Colehour Station.  At the unearthly hour of 8 in the morning a train of ten cars pulled out of the
LaSalle street depot having the excursionists on board.  A few of the "militia"--that is, Judge
Barnum's militia--had their guns with them, and the exercises of the afternoon included a drill and
some prize-shooting, the prizes being rifles and muskets . . . .126

The Bielefeld case never reached the Illinois Supreme Court supposedly because of a legal

technicality.127  Perhaps the prosecution was not inclined to appeal or it may have been precluded by law

from doing so.  Supporters of the National Guard would then have their turn in court in another test case.

V.  THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK:
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DUNNE V. PEOPLE (1879)

Private P. J. Dunne of the First Regiment of the National Guard was summoned for jury duty, but

claimed exemption as a member of the State militia.  Since the court had ruled that the National Guard was

not the militia, Judge Barnum fined Dunne $50 for contempt of court.128  Judge Barnum "alluded to his

former decision as to the unconstitutionality of the new state militia law, and stated that Dunne was guilty

of contempt in asking to be excused from jury duty on account of being a member of the militia organized

under that law, after the court had already given his decision in the matter."129

Judge Barnum did not incarcerate Dunne, which was interpreted as a "disposition to shirk the point

[of whether the National Guard is the militia] and to deprive the militiaman, by declining to lock him up, of

his coveted opportunity to apply to the Supreme Court for a writ of habeas corpus, and thus obtain a

prompt decision on the merits of the case."130

Dunne's attorney, a Mr. Gregory, argued that the fine was not for contempt but was for refusing

to do jury duty, and that the case could therefore be appealed.  Judge Barnum took a few days to decide

whether to allow an appeal.  During this time, Dunne was not deprived of his liberty nor did he pay his

fine.131

According to the Tribune, Dunne's case was anxiously watched by the public who wondered if

"something should be done against the immediate interest of those who favor and those who disfavor the
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Militia law."132  The case would proceed through the courts and the question settled whether Illinois had

a "militia."  "Men must know speedily whether they are compellable to jury duty while also yielding military

service . . . ."133

Dunne was appealed to the Illinois Supreme Court.  One of the briefs filed against Dunne's position

was by none other than Lyman Trumbull, a former member of the Illinois Supreme Court and a member

of the U.S. Senate in the years 1855-73 where, as chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary, he oversaw

the enactment of civil rights legislation.  The abolition of slavery by the Thirteenth Amendment, declared

Trumbull in 1866, rendered void the Southern State laws which prohibited blacks from having firearms.134

Now, instead of stressing the right of individuals to have arms to protect themselves, Trumbull argued for

the right of groups to organize and parade with arms.  It is unclear whether Trumbull's brief was filed as

counsel for the prosecution or as an amicus curiae.

Trumbull wrote in his brief: "It is because 'a well regulated militia is necessary to the security of a

free State,' that the right to keep and bear arms, cannot be abridged.  This shows that the arms are intended

for the people in their organized capacity."135  The personal rights of individuals was not at issue in the case:

Whether a State may not prohibit its citizens from keeping or bearing arms for other than
militia purposes is a question which need not be considered, as the Illinois statute is aimed against
the organizing, arming and drilling of bodies of men as militia, except they belong to the Illinois
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National Guard of eight thousand.136

The Illinois Supreme Court reversed Dunne's conviction and upheld the militia law.  The opinion,

which was officially published, ignored the arguments and authorities set forth in Judge Barnum's

comprehensive opinion in the Bielefeld case, and indeed does not even refer to that opinion.  It upheld the

power of Illinois to enact the militia law under the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution:

It might be well in this connection to call to mind that "powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people."  The power of State governments to legislate concerning the militia
existed and was exercised before the adoption of the Constitution of the United States, and as its
exercise was not prohibited by that instrument, it is understood to remain with the States, subject
only to the paramount authority of acts of Congress enacted in pursuance of the Constitution of the
United States.137

Quoting parts of the Second Amendment, the Illinois supreme Court continued:

"A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State," the States, by an
amendment to the Constitution, have imposed a restriction that Congress shall not infringe the right
of the "people to keep and bear arms."  The chief executive officer of the State is given power by
the Constitution to call out the militia, "to execute the laws, suppress insurrection and repeal
invasion."  This would be a mere barren grant of power unless the State had power to organize its
own militia for its own purposes.138

This proposition was not controversial.  The issue the court side stepped was how could the militia be

restricted to a select group.

The court proceeded to uphold the regulation of the right contended for, to parade with arms

without a license in cities.  This was dictum, in that the defendant had not been convicted of this provision
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and was not directly at issue.  However, the court correctly distinguished the collective right to bear arms

as a group and the purely individual right to carry arms for self-defense: "The right of the citizen to 'bear

arms' for the defense of his person and property is not involved, even remotely, in this decision."139

Interestingly, the U.S. Supreme Court would remember Dunne in a decision upholding the power

of Congress to send National Guardsmen to El Salvador on the basis that, when federalized, the Guard was

part of the army, not the militia.140  Quoting Dunne, the Court referred to the militia as "a body of armed

citizens trained to military duty, who may be called out in certain cases, but may not be kept on service like

standing armies, in time of peace."141  Ironically, the U.S. Supreme Court's 1990 decision that the National

Guard was not, at least in that instance, the "militia" was contrary to the Illinois Supreme Court decision in

Dunne that the National Guard was the militia.

The legal realist might suggest that the members of the Illinois Supreme Court, to use the vocabulary

of the day, were allied with the forces of "order" and were unlikely to allow the "communist foreigners" free

reign.  In hindsight, Judge Barnum was one of those rare judges who was willing to follow his convictions

even if it meant going against the established current.

The press reports were livelier and more revealing than the Supreme Court's decision.  The

Chicago Times commented: "The distinction between the First and Second Regiments of this city, whose

members meet at night to drill, and who have a military encampment once a year, and the standing troops

of Continental nations is obvious to the Judges, though it may not be to the Communists."  The Dunne
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decision

settled the question of the right of the Lehr und Wehr Verein -- a Communistic organization about
which more or less has been heard for some time -- to bear arms without becoming a part of the
State militia or getting a permit from the Governor. . . . The Dunne case, however, did not reach
the merits of the question fully and fairly, and he [Attorney Harry Rubens] was relying upon the
Presser case, wherein he was indicted for unlawfully carrying arms, to settle it.142

The reference to the Presser case was yet another test case, this time again brought by the Lehr

und Wehr Verein.  As is analyzed below, Presser would go all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. 

VI.  TOUCHE: HERMANN PRESSER, WITH HORSE
AND SWORD, LEADS MARCH OF ARMED WORKERS

Hermann Presser was indicted on September 24, 1879, for having paraded with arms in Chicago

without a license from the governor.  Riding a horse and carrying a sword, Presser led a peaceable march

of 400 members of Lehr und Wehr Verein carrying unloaded rifles.  Presser was convicted by the Criminal

Court of Cook County and fined $10, the judgment was affirmed by the Illinois Supreme Court based on

the Dunne precedent, and the U.S. Supreme Court decided to hear the case.  However, it would not be

until 1886, seven years after Presser's march, that the U.S. Supreme Court would render a decision.143

The Presser challenge was an attempt to regain the judicial win in the Bielefeld case that had

seemingly been lost in the Dunne case.  True, Dunne held that a National Guardsman was in the "militia"

and thus exempt from jury service, but the constitutionality of the requirement that the governor must issue

a permit for an armed march in a city was not at issue.  The peaceable character of the Lehr und Wehr

Verein remained clear with Presser's arrest apparently contrived with the authorities to bring another test
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case.  In those days before one could bring a civil action for a declaratory judgment to contest a criminal

law, one had to get arrested to test its constitutionality.  For his part, Bielefeld continued to maintain that

the people must be armed, because "only a people fit for military service is a free people."144

As the Presser appeal dragged on, the Dunne decision gave free reign to those in power to use

the National Guard to serve their political and economic interests.  Verbote described the result of the

militia law as follows: "'Order' prevailed over the people's constitutional rights.  It was the first successful

attempt on the part of capital to disarm the people and surround its palatial plunder with mercenaries

(Pinkertons)."145  Quoting Machiavelli's Prince to the effect that, like the Romans, "the Swiss are armed

and free,"146 Verbote continued:

As long as the politicians had known that the young labor party had armed backing they had been
more or less well behaved; and though they had swindled the labor party in former elections, it had
been done with "propriety and decorum."  But now they had no reason to fear, and all pretense of
respect and consideration was immediately dropped.  There have probably been but few instances
of more blatant and shameful riggings of elections than those which were committed against the
socialist party in the spring of 1880.147

Documenting cases where "repeat" voters stole elections from socialists, Verbote asserted: "Prior

to the passage of the militia law, no one ever would have dared such a disgraceful act!  First the people
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were disarmed, then they were cheated, and when they raised their voice in indignation, they were laughed

at!"148

The Presser appeal was before the Illinois Supreme Court in its May Term 1881.  The only

published decision of the Court related to the failure of Presser's attorneys to file their brief by the deadline

required by the Court's rules.  The Illinois Attorney General filed a motion to affirm the conviction for non-

compliance with the rules.  The brief for Presser was then filed.  The Court ruled that the rules were not

followed as strictly in criminal cases as in civil cases and denied the motion.149 

Upon consideration of the appeal on the merits, the Illinois Supreme Court, in an unpublished per

curiam opinion, summarily affirmed Presser's conviction with the words: "This case depends upon the

validity of the militia law, and is controlled by Dunne v. The People, 94 Ill. 123.  For the reasons there

given the judgment is affirmed."150  Actually, Dunne held that a member of the National Guard was

excusable from jury duty as a member of the militia; the validity of the ban on armed marches was not

before the court.  The judgment thus consisted of judicial fiat, not reasoned opinion.

The date of the final decision of the Illinois Supreme Court in Presser could not be located in any

published decision (including that court and the U.S. Supreme Court).  The U.S. Supreme Court would

grant an appeal in the case, but would not make a final decision until 1886.

Reports that the workers were arming continued unabated in the Northern states in the first half of
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the 1880s.  In an 1883 article, the New York Tribune reported that rifles and shotguns were the only topics

of discussion heard around the meeting place of the Central Labor Union.  "The communication of the

Advance Labor Club which was received at the previous meeting was taken up and a motion was offered

to form militia companies."151

A "labor agitator" wrote that in 1884, "capitalism was beginning to look upon the militia as its

natural ally."152  Armed labor groups in this period included the Detroit Rifles, the Rifle Union in Cincinnati,

two Lehr und Wehr Vereine in St. Louis, the International Guards in Omaha, Lehr und Wehr Vereine

in Newark, Lehr und Wehr Verein and International Guards Association in New York, an armed branch

of the Shriners in San Francisco, and groups in other cities.153  Meanwhile, in Chicago (and doubtless

elsewhere), businessmen were forming military companies, and the National Guard was being expanded.154

Civil libertarians looked askance at the growing tendency to restrict militia membership to those

chosen by political rulers.  An attorney wrote in a 1885 issue of the Kansas Law Journal that select militias

were being used to break strikes and to suppress the right freely to assemble.155  "Now suppose a railroad

company should take a turn at politics: they could very easily have some of their employees made captains
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of these militia companies."156  The author argued that the state constitution empowered the legislature to

organize the militia and the governor to call out the militia, and the constitution defined the militia as "the

whole body of male citizens--not a military class to terrorize the community."157  "The constitutional militia

is a thing into which a man grows by reaching his majority--he does not become a member by voluntary

enlistment."  He continued:

The intention was that every able-bodied citizen should have a gun in his hands and know how to
use it; then none need fear his neighbor nor a despot; while this law puts arms into the hands of a
class, and leaves the average citizen at their mercy.  This law creates a standing army in violation
of the Bill of Rights.  What element does it lack?  And while "the people have the right to bear arms
for their defense and security," "standing armies, in time of peace, are dangerous to liberty, and shall
not be tolerated."  (Bill of Rights, sec. 4.)158

VII.  PRESSER V. ILLINOIS IN THE U.S. SUPREME COURT

The case of Presser v. Illinois was finally argued in the U.S. Supreme Court in November 1885.

Presser was represented by Allan C. Story and Lyman Trumbull (whose brief in the Dunne case was also

submitted).  Their briefs did not raise the issue of whether the Fourteenth Amendment protects the

individual right to keep and bear arms.159  Arguing that the militia should consist of the entire male populace,

they queried: "what security against usurpation, would be found in a volunteer (Governor's) guard, of

limited strength, and the balance of the people practically disarmed, and their organization and arming,

stamped as a criminal offense, except it be done with the consent, of the very man, against whose
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usurpations of powers, their organization and arming may, perhaps be directed, and lawfully so[?]"160

Presser's attorneys argued that the Second Amendment right of the people to bear arms was a right

"to be exercised in their collective, not less than in their individual capacity."161  They continued:

"To bear arms", then in the constitutional sense, means to bear the weapons of civilized
warfare, and to become instructed in their use.  But this is drilling, officering, organizing; therefore,
these are claimed to be part and parcel, of the same impregnable right, and placed by the supreme
law of the land, beyond the reach of infringement by the provisions of any military code or, the
precarious will, and license of whoever may happen to be Governor.162

The Brief of Illinois Attorney General George Hunt in Presser argued that the States had ample

power to organize their militias as they saw fit.  The State power to organize a militia did not derive from

the U.S. Constitution, but existed before its adoption, and was not prohibited by it.163  Further, "the right

to keep and bear arms by no means included the right to assemble and publicly parade in the manner

forbidden by the law under which the conviction in this case was had."164

On January 4, 1886, seven years after Presser's march, the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed his

conviction.165  The Presser opinion was written by Justice William Woods.  A decade earlier, as a circuit
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judge during the Reconstruction period, Woods had presided over federal criminal prosecutions against

members of the Ku Klux Klan for violating the rights of blacks to assemble and to bear arms.  Circuit Judge

Woods had opined that both the federal government and the States were prohibited from abridging rights

guaranteed by the Bill of Rights.166  In one famous case, Judge Woods instructed the jury that "every citizen

of the United States has the right to bear arms," which is "secured by the Constitution."167  His opinion in

that case that the rights to assemble and to bear arms were federally-protected from private conspiracy

would be rejected by the Supreme Court in United States v. Cruikshank (1876).168

Ten years later, in Presser, Justice Woods concluded that the Second Amendment right of

individuals to have arms does not preclude a State law requiring a license from the governor for an armed

march by a military unit in a city:

The sections under consideration, which only forbid bodies of men to associate together as military
organizations, or to drill or parade with arms in cities and towns unless authorized by law, do not
infringe the right of the people to keep and bear arms.  But a conclusive answer to the contention
that this amendment prohibits the legislation in question lies in the fact that the amendment is a
limitation upon the power of Congress and the National government, and not upon that of the
States.169

The Court thus held that the armed paraders went beyond the individual right of keeping and

bearing of arms, adding that the Second Amendment does not apply directly to the States.  Among the

authorities cited for the latter proposition was an antebellum North Carolina opinion upholding a law
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prohibiting free blacks from carrying firearms170 on the basis that "the free people of color cannot be

considered as citizens"171 and that the states are not mentioned in the Second Amendment, which "is

therefore only restrictive of the powers of the Federal Government."172  The Court's reliance on this and

other antebellum cases reinforces the fact that the Court did not consider whether the Fourteenth

Amendment, adopted after the Civil War, protected Bill of Rights guarantees.

Presser did, however, recognize that the States may not infringe on the right to keep and bear arms

in a manner that would deprive the federal government of the militia: 

All citizens capable of bearing arms constitute the reserved military force or reserve militia of the
United States as well as of the States, and, in view of this prerogative of the general government
. . . the States cannot, even laying the constitutional provision in question out of view, prohibit the
people from keeping and bearing arms, so as to deprive the United States of their rightful resource
for maintaining the public security, and disable the people from performing their duty to the general
government.  But . . .  the sections under consideration do not have this effect.173

Similarly, the Court rejected a First Amendment right of assembly applicable to Presser's band,

because "the right voluntarily to associate together as a military company, or to drill or parade with arms,

. . . is not an attribute of national citizenship."174  The States "have the power to regulate or prohibit

associations and meetings of the people, except in the case of peaceable assemblies to perform the duties
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or exercises the privileges of citizens of the United States . . . ."175  After that narrow view of the right to

assemble, the Court's language turned dramatic: "To deny the power would be to deny the right of the State

to disperse assemblages organized for sedition and treason, and the right to suppress armed mobs bent on

riot and rapine."176  If the Court had visions of foreign-born, armed proletarians rioting in the streets, those

facts were not before the Court.  The incident giving rise to the litigation was a peaceable march in which

Presser intentionally got himself arrested, probably with the cooperation of local authorities, in order to test

the law in the courts.

After the above discussion, the Court stated that Presser's argument that the law deprived him of

life, liberty, or property without due process of law "is so clearly untenable as to require no discussion."177

It is noteworthy that, beginning in 1897 and continuing throughout the twentieth century, the Court

selectively incorporated most Bill of Rights guarantees into the due process clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment.178  As the above indicates, it never occurred to the Court in Presser to ask whether the First

and Second Amendments were protected by the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause.  The Court

could have done so and still upheld the law in question.

Presser had also argued that the Illinois law, by providing for a select militia instead of the militia

of all able-bodied males provided by federal law, was inconsistent with and preempted by the federal law.
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The Court avoided a decision on that issue by ruling that the provision under which Presser was convicted

was severable from the militia provision.179

Doctrine aside, the legal realist might conclude that Presser reflected the fear of the established

interests toward the perceived challenges of foreigners and the laboring class.  Similarly, in the preceding

decade, in the face of the rising aspirations of the freedmen in the South, the Court seemed to read the

Reconstruction Amendments narrowly.

Presser's attorney Alan C. Story was less than candid when he commented that the Court did not

answer the question at stake, but "merely said that this particular case would not raise the question as to

the right of the State to organize and keep a separate militia."  This meant that the Lehr und Wehr Verein

would have to have a permit from the Governor to march.180

The Central Law Journal, whose contributors included Supreme Court justices and distinguished

scholars, reviewed the Presser decision and concluded:

It will no doubt be news to most people, not members of the legal profession, and to many
who are, that the Constitution of the United States does not secure to the citizens of the United
States the right to "keep and bear arms."  Such, however, is manifestly the effect of the ruling under
consideration, the clause in the Second Amendment on that subject, the court regards as a
limitation upon the powers of Congress, prohibiting that body and the general government from
infringing that right.  Whatever privileges therefore connected with bearing arms may be desired
by any citizen, he must look for to his State, not to the United States.181

VIII.  HAYMARKET: THE TROUBLES BOIL OVER

Meanwhile, repression of the labor movement by police and the National Guard continued
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unabated, and decisions like Presser did nothing to alleviate the situation.  In the midst of strikes in April

1886, the Arbeiter-Zeitung advised Chicago's workingmen to "arm yourselves, but conceal your arms lest

they be stole from you."182  Outside factories where strikers assembled, "many arrests were made of people

who were found to have concealed weapons, and who were afterwards fined $10 in the Police Court."183

On the evening of May 4, 1886, four months after Presser was decided, a mass protest rally took

place at the Haymarket in Chicago.  Speakers included August Spies, a socialist writer and a member of

Lehr und Wehr Verein.  After police appeared, an unknown person threw a bomb, killing several people,

including at least one policeman.  Spies and seven other "anarchists," six of whom were German-American,

were charged with instigation of murder of that policeman.  Six other policemen died in the riot, but may

have been killed by bullets fired from fellow officers.184

Presiding over the grand jury was none other than Judge John C. Rogers,185 the only Chicago judge

who had clearly disagreed with Judge Barnum's 1879 opinion declaring the militia law violative of the

Second Amendment and vindicating the activities of the Lehr und Wehr Verein.186  Judge Rogers instructed

the grand jury that radical speech and red flags amounted to conspiracy to murder, although he later
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expressed shock at the bias shown by the trial judge.187

At trial, the defendants were convicted of murder charges.  The trial judge of the Criminal Court

of Cook County opined that they were guilty because of their opinions, not because of any act they

committed.  Their publications and speeches advocated arming "to resist any unlawful attacks which the

militia or the police might make upon them."  It did not matter that none of the defendants anticipated the

bomb attack.  To find them not guilty would lead to "anarchy."188

On September 14, 1887, the Illinois Supreme Court rendered its decision affirming the convictions.

Much of the evidence against the defendants had been newspaper articles and inflammatory publications.

The following from the Alarm is one of the many published items introduced into evidence and quoted by

the Supreme Court:

"The Right to Bear Arms.  The conspiracy of the ruling against the working classes in
1877--the breaking up of the monster meeting on Market square, the brutal assault upon a
gathering of furniture workers in Vorwærts Turner Hall, the murder of Tessmann, and the general
clubbing and shooting down of peaceably inclined wage-workers by the bloodhounds of 'law and
order'--greatly enraged the producers in this city, and also convinced them that they had to do
something for their future protection and defense.  The result was the organization of an armed
proletarian corps, known as the 'Lehr und Wehr Verein.'  About one and one-half years later this
'corps' had grown so immensely that it numbered over 1,000 well-equipped and well-drilled men.
 Such an organization the 'good citizens' of our 'good city' considered a menace to the common
weal, public safety, and good order, as one might easily imagine, and they concluded that
'something had to be done.'  And, very soon after, something was done.  The state legislature
passed a new 'militia law,' under which it became a punishable offense for any body of men, other
than those patented by the governor, and chosen as guardians of 'peace,' to assemble with arms,
drill, or parade the streets.  This law was expressly aimed at the 'Lehr und Wehr Verein,' who, as
a matter of course, did not enjoy the sublime confidence and favor of 'his excellency.'"189
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Revealingly, the Illinois Supreme Court opinion deleted the following part of the above article,

which demonstrated the peaceable character of the Lehr und Wehr Verein:

The members of the Lehr Und Wehr Verein, mostly Socialists, who believed in the ballot, made
up a test case to determine the constitutionality of this act, rejecting the counsel of the extremists.
Judge Barnum held the law to be unconstitutional--an appeal was taken--and the Supreme Court
upset this decision and held the law constitutional.  Thereupon the Lehr Und Wehr Verein applied
to the Supreme Court of the United States, which, within a few days, affirmed the decision of the
Supreme Court of the State.190

While the above was mistaken on the details of the litigation, it made clear that the members of the Lehr

Und Wehr Verein has consciously decided to trust their fate to the courts and not to violence.

The extent to which the Illinois Supreme Court upheld the convictions based because of the socialist

opinions of the defendants, literature found in their houses, and guilt by association is beyond the scope of

this analysis.  Of interest for this study is the Court's discussion of "an association with which all the

defendants in this case were connected"--the International Workingmen's Association.191 Describing that

organization as a socialist conspiracy, the Court asserted that "there was also a certain armed socialistic
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organization called the 'Lehr und Wehr Verein,' whose members seem to have been members also of the

International groups."192  The Court proceeded to detail some facts about the Verein, but failed to

document any unlawful objective or to mention its historic commitment to bringing test cases in the courts.

It then stated that the International was "an unlawful conspiracy" because it had an unlawful purpose--"the

destruction of the right of private ownership of property"--and unlawful methods, i.e., groups armed and

drilled without a license from the governor, in violation of the militia law.193

The Chicago Inter Ocean rejoiced that, as a result of the decision of the Illinois Supreme Court,

"it is now law in Illinois that a conspiracy to overthrow government . . . by riot and murder is a crime to be

expiated by the death of the conspirators."194   It described the opinion as the "most important criminal case

upon which any court of appeal has ever given judgment in this country."195  The decision "affirmed that the

indicted anarchists had conspired to murder certain officers of the law, that their conspiracy had been

successful of murder, and that the punishment thereof was death for seven and imprisonment for one of

them."196

The Spies case then went to the U.S. Supreme Court.  The attorneys for the defendants now

included John Randolph Tucker, who had served as a Representative to Congress from Virginia and

President of the American Bar Association.  In his treatise on the U.S. Constitution, Tucker would write
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of the Second Amendment:  "This prohibition indicates that the security of liberty against the tyrannical

tendency of government is only to be found in the right of the people to keep and bear arms in resisting the

wrongs of government."197

Tucker argued before the Supreme Court in Spies on behalf of all the defendants that the

Fourteenth Amendment incorporated the Bill of Rights, the first time that had ever been argued to the

Court.  The Fourteenth Amendment, Tucker argued, thus prohibited the States from violating "the privilege

of freedom of speech and press--of peaceable assemblages of the people--of keeping and bearing arms--

of immunity from search and seizure--immunity from self-accusation, from second trial--and privilege

of trial by due process of law."198  Tucker maintained that Presser "did not decide that the right to keep

and bear arms was not a privilege of a citizen of the United States which a State might therefore abridge,

but that a State could under its police power forbid organizations of armed men, dangerous to the public

peace."199  The framers of the Fourteenth Amendment, Tucker continued, "were looking to the protection

of the freedmen from the peril of legislation in the South against those fundamental rights," and he referred

to "the fundamental nature of these rights, as common law rights, which were recognized at the time of the

Revolution as the inherited rights of all the States . . . ."200

While the right to bear arms was not involved in the case, Tucker referred to it and other Bill of

Rights guarantees to demonstrate that the Fourteenth Amendment protected such rights from state
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infringement.  The specific rights violated in the case, Tucker maintained, was the right to due process--"the

prisoners were tried by a packed jury"--and the right against unreasonable search and seizure.201

Arguing on behalf of petitioners Spies and Fielden was none other than Benjamin F. Butler, the

former Union general and congressman who was instrumental in the passage of the Civil Rights Act of

1871, which Butler interpreted to protect Bill of Rights guarantees, including the right to keep and bear

arms.202  Butler now argued that these guarantees were protected by the Fourteenth Amendment, focusing

on the warrantless search and seizure of Spies' office and desk.203

Chief Justice Waite wrote the opinion of the Supreme Court.  Waite had written the opinion in

United States v. Cruikshank (1876), which held that the rights to assemble and to bear arms, albeit these

rights antedated the Constitution, were not protected from private violation, and thus whites could not be

prosecuted in federal court for violating such rights held by blacks.204  

In Spies, Waite wrote that before the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment the Bill of Rights had

been interpreted as being inapplicable to State action.205  The Court cited Presser as authority that the Bill

of Rights did not apply to the States.206  As noted, Tucker made a separate argument that the Fourteenth
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Amendment protected Bill of Rights guarantees, such as a fair trial by jury, from State infringement.207  The

Court refused to decide that issue because it was not raised by the defendants' attorneys in the trial court.208

This technical procedural rule was the kiss of death for the defendants.

It seems rather incredible that the case was before the Court only twelve days--the petition was

filed on October 21, and the opinion was issued on November 2, 1887.209  The opinion appears weak and

reflects haste.210  The defendants were remanded for execution.

Less than a week later, over 40,000 signatures were obtained in Chicago alone pleading the

governor for executive clemency.  Signatures included those of Judges William K. McAllister and Murray

F. Tuley,211 who had been favorably disposed in the 1879 ruling in favor of Bielefeld.212

As a result of the Supreme Court's decision, four of the eight defendants were executed on

November 11--another committed suicide the day before.213  Yet all of the Haymarket defendants, after

a public education campaign led in part by Clarence Darrow, would be pardoned posthumously in 1893
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by Illinois Governor John Altgeld, on the basis of a total lack of evidence to convict them.214  The real

culprit or culprits who threw the bomb at the Haymarket were never apprehended.

Special mention should be made of Captain Michael J. Schaack, who was in charge of the

Haymarket arrests and whose book has been used in this article as an original document of the epoch.  His

superior, Chief of Police Ebersold, wrote that Schaack "wanted to keep things stirring.  He wanted bombs

to be found here, there, all around. . . . After we got the anarchist societies broken up, he wanted to

organize new societies right away. . . . After I heard all that, I began to think there was perhaps not so much

to all this anarchist business as they claimed . . . ."215  Schaack would be drummed out of service, however,

because of his exposure as a trafficker in stolen goods and a policeman who took bribes from thieves and

prostitutes.216

The labor troubles were far from over.  In the Pullman strike of 1894, Justice Woods, acting as

Circuit Court judge, issued an injunction against union interference with commerce, and troops were called

in to enforce it.  Violence erupted, and labor spokesman Eugene Debs was imprisoned for allegedly

disobeying the injunction.  Lyman Trumbull argued his appeal in the Supreme Court, which rejected the

petition for release from jail.217  This was yet another decision in which the Constitution was interpreted in

a manner that gave the appearance of anti-labor bias.
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Trumbull then drafted a resolution which the national People's Party would adopt.  It decried

judicial curtailment of free speech and free labor, adding that Congress' power over the militia "does not

warrant the Government in making use of a standing army in aiding monopolies in the oppression of their

employees."218  Such political rhetoric was not found in the legal briefs but captured the perceptions of

many as the true reality.

Perhaps this reality was best represented not in carefully-worded Supreme Court opinions, but in

the popular press and statements by national leaders.  General Sherman of the U.S. Army, who well knew

how to realize his Civil War slogan "war is hell," threatened: "There will soon come an armed contest

between Capital and Labor. . . . The better classes are tired of the insane howlings of the lower strata, and

they mean to stop them."219  In a history of "anarchy" in Chicago which traced the development of the Lehr

und Wehr Verein, the Chicago Inter Ocean stated in 1900:

The troublesome element has always been found among the lower classes of Germans,
Bavarians, Austrians, Bohemians, and Hungarians, who used to hold secret meetings in organized
groups, armed and equipped like the nihilists of Russia and the communists of France.220

The legal formalisms of Presser and kindred precedents show little or no traces of xenophobia or class

suspicion,221 but they are certainly consistent with the world view of the epoch in which they were rendered.
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IX.  WHITHER THE SECOND AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS?

In the twentieth century, the Supreme Court has held most Bill of Rights guarantees protected from

State violation by the Fourteenth Amendment.  The Court has remained silent on whether the right to bear

arms is protected from State infringement by the Fourteenth Amendment.

What has been the legacy of Presser in the Supreme Court?  Presser has been typically cited with

other precedents to the effect that the privileges-and-immunities clause of the Fourteenth Amendment does

not protect Bill of Rights guarantees.222  It has been cited twice regarding the nature of the militia.223  Every

relevant citation of Presser in a Supreme Court opinion was in the context of holding that other Bill of

Rights guarantee, not including the Second Amendment, were inapplicable to the states.224
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All of the pertinent Supreme Court cases citing Presser held either that the Bill of Rights did not

apply directly to the states or that the privileges-and-immunities clause of the Fourteenth Amendment did

not incorporate the Bill of Rights.225  After this era of niggardly interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment

had passed, the Supreme Court has incorporated most Bill of Rights guarantees under the due process

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.  Because it failed to consider whether the Fourteenth Amendment's

due process clause protects the Second Amendment, Presser has been obsolete for a century.

Moreover, Presser has not been in good company.  It was cited alongside Plessy v. Ferguson

(1896), which embraced the "separate-but-equal" doctrine of school segregation, for a narrow

interpretation of the privileges and immunities protected from state action by the Fourteenth Amendment.226

Presser was also cited in one of the Court's worst decisions denigrating free speech under the First

Amendment.227  While the Supreme Court has not relied on Presser in recent times, Presser has been cited
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by federal courts of appeals to uphold local and state bans on handguns and on "assault weapons" (mostly

rifles).228  These courts ignored the last word of the Supreme Court on the subject--an 1894 ruling that its

precedents established that the Bill of Rights did not apply to the states directly, and refusing to consider

whether Bill of Rights guarantees (in that case, the Second and Fourth Amendments) applied to the states,

because the issue was not raised in the courts below.229

Professor L.H. LaRue, concluding an analysis of the Supreme Court decisions in Presser, Spies,

and Debs, stressed class conflict as the reality behind the legalisms:

In that case [Presser], the Supreme Court endorsed the changes that were underway in other
courts in which the right to bear arms was being limited.  During these same years, the power of
the jury to make final resolutions of a controversy was eliminated.  Furthermore, freedom of speech
was also sharply restricted.  These changes go together if they are viewed in their historical context.
The nineteenth century was a time of change.  Different classes gained and lost unequally, which
led to social unrest.  Judges responded to these events by attempting to impose order.  In this
historical context the disarming of unions, the reduction of jury autonomy, the expansion of the
injunction, and the restriction of radical speech form a coherent pattern. . . . The judges changed
law in an attempt to deal with events thought to be serious threats to the social order in which they
had a stake and to which they pledged loyalty.230

Xenophobia, fear of the lower classes, and the desire to preserve the existing politico-economic

order could well have been underlying premises for formal-sounding judicial decisions which gave the
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appearance of reliance on logic and precedent.  However, such prejudices rarely invaded the decorum of

a judicial decision.  The decisions concerning the Lehr und Wehr Verein profoundly exemplify how the

social milieu can influence--and limit--the contours of civil and constitutional rights as interpreted by the

courts.

From the point of view of constitutional interpretation, Presser belongs to a bygone era of the

nineteenth century when the Supreme Court rejected the application of the Bill of Rights to the states

without considering whether the Fourteenth Amendment, particularly its due process clause, made the Bill

of Rights so applicable.  In the twentieth century, however, almost all of the Bill of Rights has been held

applicable to the states.  The structure of the amended Constitution and the logic of incorporation suggest

that the Second Amendment right of the people to keep and bear arms, whatever its limits, should be

considered as protected from state infringement by the Fourteenth Amendment.


